Virginia Maguire Becomes New Honorary Lt. Colonel
At Annual Military Ball

Ethelene Carrier
Confers Honor On Winner
DANCE WAS VERY COLORFUL
Wingy Mannone's Band
Furnished Music For Affair

Virginia Maguire, who recently was the new honorary lieutenant colonel of the University of Maine's ROTC, was presented with the honor at a ceremony held in the ROTC building on Tuesday evening. The event was attended by students, faculty, and alumni.

Virginia Maguire is a distinguished leader in the field of education and has made significant contributions to the University of Maine. The ROTC program at the University of Maine is a proud tradition that celebrates the values of service and dedication, and Virginia Maguire is a fitting recipient of this honor.

Norman Harris Wins Contest
Is Selected Winner In Oink Speaking Competition

Norman Harris is announced as the winner of $25 in the annual Oink Speaking Scholarship Contest. The contest was held at the Little Theatre Tuesday evening, Rube Holmes and his four porkers received the second and third prizes, respectively.
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Local Red Scare

A storm of words has blown the campus as a consequence of attempts to organize here a local chapter of the American Student Union, which has a liberal, if not radical, orientation. The storm began last week when it was announced that William West, a member of the A.S.U., would organize a group of students as a "red" organization that represented only a small number of students and that would be sympathetic to the A.S.U. and the Communist causes.

In support of that thesis, it is said that the organization is the nucleus of the A.S.U., and that it was formed by a number of the students sympathetic to the A.S.U. And, indeed, our departmental society, the Communist party, which was not directly a part of the A.S.U., organized a number of students sympathetic to the A.S.U. It is suggested, however, that the organization is not an affiliate of the A.S.U. as it is defined by the local Communist party.

The effect of the storm is that many students are not sure whether they have been members of the A.S.U. and whether they can continue to be members of the A.S.U. It is suggested that the organization is not an affiliate of the A.S.U. as it is defined by the local Communist party.
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Miss Cole, the president of the new organization, has been invited to speak at the next meeting of the A.S.U. and has accepted the invitation. She has been active in the organization and has been a member of the A.S.U. for many years.

All this is not to say, of course, that there are not communists in the A.S.U. and that the A.S.U. may consider themselves as a third international.

The A.S.U. at present includes in its membership students affiliated with the Republican as well as the Socialists, the Democrats, as well as the Communist party. Since those belonging to any of the above-mentioned parties do not belong to the A.S.U. as it is defined by the local Communist party, it is suggested that the organization is not an affiliate of the A.S.U. as it is defined by the local Communist party.

It is suggested that the organization is not an affiliate of the A.S.U. as it is defined by the local Communist party. The organization is in some ways an attempt to create a third international.

We are not suggesting that there are not communists in the A.S.U. and that the A.S.U. may consider themselves as a third international.
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Varsity Basketball Team Scrimmages with Frosh; Bill Webber Back Again

Kenyon Shifts Hall and Curtis to Center Posts

By Bob Collins

In an effort to use the material better, Kenyon has decided to shift Hall and Curtis to center posts in their basketball lineup.

Several members of the staff, including Bill Webber, have been added to the team.

Seven-Column Page

Used for First Time

With the adoption of a seven-column page and the reduction in space for the news pages, the following has been added to the page:

- Information on the basketball team
- Obituaries
- News and Notes
- Sports

CAMPUS STAFF CHANGES

Having served excellent service for the past 12 months, the following have been added to the staff:

- Charles Davis, Editor
- Dorothy Snow, Sports Editor

Several members of the staff have been added or dismissed for various reasons.

Dr. Edward N. Brush addressed the campus on "The Personality of the Teacher." A discussion followed the address.

The following were in attendance:

- Josephine Campbell, Eleanor Flett, Margaret Hinzman, Ann Lamb, Margaret Reed, David Thompson, and Gerald Smith have been added to the staff.

Curtis Releases 1938 Schedule

Schedules are now available for the 1938 basketball season. The season begins on Nov. 5.

Intramural In Action, Jan. 10

Options

The football team is in action today against the University of Maine. The game will be played at 2 p.m. at the Maine Coliseum.

Woodbury StillS Softens Frosh in Gamble Track Meet; Seniors in Third Place

Don Smith Wins 2 Events To Lead Track Team

Intramural track competition begins today at 2 p.m. The meet will be held on the campus.

New Domination in Victories

The track team is in action today against the University of Maine. The meet will be held on the campus.
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